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Unique equipment for safer lifesaving! 
 
The Swedish company Quicksave develops today, together with 
professional users new, smooth lifesaving products, customized 
to make a heavy and dangerous work environment safer. Now 
there are also products for all who practice recreational activities 
in the water. All products are manufactured in Sweden and 
patented. 
 

About 
us: 

It works as a normal rescue 
buoy on the surface, but 
this one can be brought 
down below the water surface. 
It’s easy to swim with and takes 
up little space. 
Anders Hogosta , Rescue Diver 
Rescue services, Sweden.  
 

 



     Quicksave  
       PRO 10 

A professional solution developed for rescue departments, 
boat operators and everyone working with safety in or around 
oceans, lakes or swift water. PRO10 is small and lightweight 
but has the same buoyancy as a rescue buoy. It can be used 
to secure the victim on the surface as a regular rescue buoy, 
but can also be brought down below the surface down to 10 
meters of depth and lifts the victim to the surface facing 
upwards. PRO10 is easily reloaded after deployment and is 
ready to use in a few minutes. Thanks to its small size 
multiple units can be carried in the same belt, which allows for 
surface securing multiple victims. The PRO10 can be equipped 
with a line making it not only a rescue device, but 
also a surface marker buoy. 

QS PRO10: Tillverkad i kraftigt gul/orange nylon med anodiserade 
aluminiumhandtag. PRO10 är lätt och slitstark med en lyftkraft på 60 newton 
och blåses enkelt upp med ett ryck när handtagen är ihopkopplade. Köp till 15 
m kastlina och CO2-patroner. 

0-10 m  
deep 

Articel no 2250 



Quicksave  
TORPEDO 

QS TORPEDO: Made in strong yellow / orange nylon with an anodized 
aluminum handles and a soft handle. Torpedo is lightweight and durable, with 
a lifting force of 60 newtons and easily blown up with a start when the handles 
are paired with two different size options. 

0-10 m 
djup 

QS Torpedo is a simpler version than PRO10 and is 
reminiscent of the traditional torpedo in shaping today among 
others used by lifeguards on the beaches and in the 
bathhouse. Torpedo has a hard and a soft handle to be 
adapted as a professional solution designed for everyone 
involved in the safety around water rescue. Torpedo can also 
be taken under the water up to 10 meters from where it can 
lift a person in distress to the surface face up. Loaded easily 
about after use and it is ready to be used again in a few 
minutes. Ideal also as extended arm on the surface 

Articelno 1450 



Quicksave  
PRO 20 Diver 

QS PRO 20 Diver: Made in strong yellow / orange nylon with anodized 
aluminum handle. Pro20 is lightweight and durable, with a lifting force of 120 
newtons and double units. With a safety valve regulated air and ensures a 
controlled ascent. 

PRO20 DIVER has twice the bouyancy compared to PRO10 and is 
especially designed for demanding rescue operations in water where the 
lifting capacity is the most important factor. PRO20 can just as PRO10 
be used to secure the victim on the surface as a regular rescue buoy, 
but can also be brought down below the surface down to 20 meters of 
depth. When deployed it lifts the victim to the surface facing upwards. 
PRO20 is easily reloaded after deployment and is ready to be used again 
in a few minutes. Thanks to its small size multiple units can be carried in 
the same belt, which allows for surface securing multiple victims or for 
lifting items that has sunken and needs to be recovered. 

 

0-20 m 
djup 

Articelno 1350 



Quicksave  
BELT 

QS BELT is a rescue belt ideal for such fishermen or iceskaters. The belt 
inflates itself automatically after three seconds in contact with water, but 
can also be inflated manually by pulling the string. QS Belt is easy to 
repack after use and is ready to be used again after a few minutes, drain 
the air and replace the CO2 and salt cartridges. QS Belt can also be used 
as an extended arm or lifebuoy if you need to make a rescue. QS BELT 
have sufficient buoyancy to keep a grown man on the surface and is your 
perfect companion for all kinds of water sports winter and summer and 
can follow during the holiday. QS BELT is a cost effective solution that 
takes up little space and can be used in summer and winter activity. QS 
BELT is ISO certified and is approved as personal protective equipment in 
accordance with ISO 12402-7. The Belt should be worn on the front of the 
stomach to give the best effect when activated. 

QS BELT: Made of strong and durable yellow 380 nylon that is protected 
by a sheath. QS BELT is only visible when activated. The belt is 
lightweight and durable and has a flow capacity of 60 newtons. Care and 
handling reminiscent of the inflatable li vest. QS BELT is approved and 
CE-marked as a life jacket / belt. 

CE-
märkt 

Articelno 3000 



Quicksave  
BUOY 

QS BOUY is a small smooth lifebuoy inflated manually by pulling the string, 
which then triggers a CO2 cartridge, like an inflatable life jacket. QS BUOY 
is very easy to use and provides increased security in and at all water 
activities. When inflated, provides the sufficient buoyancy to hold a grown 
man secured on the surface. QS BUOY can also be used as an extended 
arm to easily reach a person from the water, the boat or to draw up a 
skater who has gone through the ice. QS BUOY conveniently recharged 
again by emptying out of the air through the red munventilen and 
reloaded with a new CO2 cartridge. The holster is designed so that you 
can trigger the device while it fits smoothly into the holster around his 
waist, and will open up by  

QS BUOY: Made of strong and durable yellow / orange 380 u nylon. It is 
small in size but big on! This small buoy weighs only 500 grams, but 
saves a grown man once it comes. Conveniently recharged with a new 
CO2 cartridge, it is easy very easy and convenient to use and can be 
taken anywhere, instead of the large Lifebuoy. 
 

Lifebuoy 

Articelno 4000 



Quicksave  
LIFELINE 

QS LIFELINE is the practical throwing line that can easily be thrown out to 
a person in distress in the water and gives direct an inflatable life 
preserver, which the victim can last for easily drawn into safety. The throw 
line is 15 m long with a built buoy to accommodate all who practice 
recreational activities in / by water and can be used winter and summer. 
The advantage of QS LIFELINE is that it's very easy to throw out to 15 feet 
away. Keep the yellow loop in one hand and throw out the bag with the 
other hand for best effect and accuracy. The throw line must be kept dry 
and not used as personal protection but can be an extra help if needed. 
 

QS LIFELINE: The lifebuoy is made of a strong and durable yellow / 
orange 380 u nylon, which includes all of our ropes are made of 8 mm 
Standard Rescue Rope, color yellow alt red. QS Lifeline blows up in 
direct contact with the water surface and facilitates the rescue 
procedure. Other caste lines available in standard sizes: 15, 50 and 100 
m, but can be ordered in other sizes and lengths. Contact QuickSave AB 
info@qsave.se. 

15 m 
lina 

Articelno 5000 



Quicksave ACCESSORIES 

Holster: 

PRO20, PRO10, Torpedo: 

QS Belt, Buoy, Lifeline: 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

16 gr CO2-cylinder Safetypinst 

info@triagelights.com 

Articelno Legholster                      Waistholster                              Guardianbelt 
   77803                               77811                                           77808      

Reloadingskitt 
Articelno:  
5-pcs     19904 

10-pcs   19902 
Safetyypins 
5- alt 10-pcs 

16 gr CO2-cylinders  
5- alt 10-pcs 

X-tra accessories 
Articelno: 6010 

Cartridge automatic 

QS BELT  Rearmingkitt 
Articelno: 3010 

CO2-cylinder, cartridge automatic, safteypins 

Throwinglines: 
15 m –   77810 
50 m –   77819 
100 m -  77814 

8 mm Standard Rescue Rope, coloure yellow alt read. 
Can also be specially ordered in other lengths and sizes. 



TECHNICAL DATA 
Tube material: Nylon 

Tube Thickness 270-380 u 

Capacity: 60-120 N fully inflated  

Gas cartridge PRO: 16 g CO2 unflighted 

Other gas cartridge: 16 g CO2 threaded 

Inflation mechanism: Manual 

Automatic PRO Handle: Anodized aluminum  

Weight: 0.55 kgService Intervall: 1 ggr/year 

UN nummer: 2990 Cass 9 Lifesaving Appliance 

 

Certifications: 
QS Belt – EN ISO 12402-7. 
Made by Force Technology, Copenhagen Denmark. 

 

 

www.triagelights.com 



QuickSave AB's founder Åsa Magnusson realized, 
after a tough survival training arranged by the 
Swedish Life Saving Society, it is heavy and dangerous 
to save another human being in the water. In Sweden, a person 
drowns every third day With easier and smoother gear works 
company constantly inventing new products that can save lives.  
Quicksaves Rescue Products has won many awards, among 
others as Sweden's and Europe's best female invention 

 

Our users today are emergency services rescueswimmers, 
rescue divers, marine police, Lifeboat, Coast Guard, Armed 
Forces, lifesavers and lifeguards with several professional  
users. Now there are also new products developed, which  
caters to individuals who practice leisure activities in or near 
water. 

 

Do not hesitate to contact us for more information 
or if you want to try our products. We also  

design special products upon requests. 

. 

info@triagelights.com 

BACKGROUND 



Southwest Synergistic Solutions  
LLC 215 N. Center 
#701, San Antonio  

TX 78202 
Phone: 956-645-5265 

www.triagelights.com 


